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Abstract. The paper presents the use of the BMA - Bayesian Model
Averaging method to calibrate the forecasts of extreme temperatures
obtained from the model MOS_EPS for the local scale forecast offered by
ECMWF, with anticipations of up to 15 days. The theoretical aspects of
BMA and the manner in which this technique has been applied for
MOS_EPS, the results obtained for a few weather stations and the
verification methods for the performances of the BMA model are also
described in this paper.
Results show that the probability density function obtained through the
implementation of the BMA method was much better calibrated than the
probability density functions of the each members of the ensemble. The
mean square error of the ensemble calibrated with BMA was lower than the
mean square error of the MOS_EPS ensemble in 64% of the studied cases
and lower in comparison to the mean square error of each member of the
calibrated ensemble in 35% of the cases.
Keywords: ensemble forecasting, calibration, BMA, extreme temperature,
Romania.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Present-day EPS (The Ensemble Prediction System) techniques
consist in integrating a deterministic forecast with an estimation of the
function of probability distribution of forecast states. MOS_EPS (Model
Output Statistics Ensemble Prediction System) - is a model of statistical
adjustment implemented since 2008 in the National Meteorological
Administration of Romania. This model is used for extreme temperatures
deterministic point forecasting, using the forecasting ensemble ECMWF
(European Center for Medium range Weather Forecasting) for anticipations
of up to 15 days.
The purpose of the method is using the information regarding the
discrepancy of numerical solutions obtained for small perturbations in the
initial conditions, to the limit or in physical parameterizations, to create the
ensemble forecast as well as to detect those subdomains of parameter space
with increases sensitivity to perturbations. Optimizing the measurements
system - especially in these subdomains, increases the performance of the
numerical solution.
In recent years, several statistical methods to calibrate the forecasts offered
by the members of the forecasting ensemble have been used, such as:
logistic regression (Wilks, 2006), the Bayesian Model Averaging method –
BMA (Raftery et al., 2005 and Fraley et al., 2011a), non-homogeneous
Gaussian regression (Gneiting et al., 2005) and the Gaussian ensemble
dressing (Roulston and Smith, 2003; Wang and Bishop, 2005). In this paper
the BMA techniques proposed by Raftery et al. (2005) are employed to
calibrate the extreme air temperature in MOS_EPS at 163 stations in
Romania. The results presented are those obtained for Băneasa, Constanţa,
Craiova, Sibiu, Bacău and Timişoara stations.
For temperature, a mixture of Gaussian distributions is used. The output
parameters after applying the BMA method are estimated from a test archive
which contains forecasts and observations. The estimation of parameters is
completed by maximizing the log likelihood (maximum likelihood estimator
application) or by minimizing the CRPS (Continuous Ranked Probability
Score).
BMA was initially developed for weather parameters whose PDF
(Probability Density Function) can be approximated by a normal
distribution (temperature and sea-level pressure), then the application
became applicable to parameters whose PDFs don’t have a distribution
which can be approximated with a Gaussian one, such as precipitation and
wind direction.
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2. DATA AND METHODS
For this study, we used an initial archive of 60 days, starting with the
1 of August 2012. The archive contains forecast data of MOP_EPS extreme
temperatures, observations, identification code and validity data of the
weather station. This archive has been used as test period.
st

MAE – Mean Absolute Error is a measurement of the accuracy of
forecasts and is calculated according to the formula:

MAE shows the average amplitude error, but does not indicate the
meaning of the bias.
CRPS is calculated using the formula:

where H(y) represents the cumulative distribution of BMA and predictive
probability density function,
represents the Hessian function

and n is the total number of observations.
CRPS is equivalent with the mean square error for a deterministic
forecast (Hersbach, 2000). The lower values of these measures indicate a
better performance of the predictive BMA model.
The results of the MAE and CRPS functions for each anticipation day
for the 163 stations are presented in Table 1 and Table 2 respectively.
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Table 1. Mean Absolute Error (MAE) for anticipations 24, 48, 72 and respectively 96
hours, for test periods of 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35 and respectively 40 days.

10days

15days

20days

25days

30days

35days

40days

24 4.72612 4.71668 4.78394 4.80628 4.73822 4.62568 4.54524
h
7
3
2
6
69
10
2
48 4.96384 4.91780 4.92638 4.81067 4.76729 4.63215 4.62542
h
6
4
7
1
54
62
4
h

72 5.03862 4.25173 4.11912 3.90179 4.27852 4.21634 4.71936
8
0
7
6
13
02
0

96 4.31100
h
4

4.24021 4.19954 4.17247
7
4
2

4.52599 4.38991 4.42016
6
1
1

Table 2. Continuous Ranked Probability Score (CRPS) for anticipations 24, 48, 72 and
respectively 96 hours, for test periods of 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35 and respectively 40 days.

10days

15days

20days

25days

30days

35days

40days

24 5.37937 5.44174 5.50565 5.49102 5.40711 5.22885 5.08149
h
0
5
5
1
9
1
7
h

48 5.45941 5.49470 5.56018 5.50347 5.41483 5.22870 5.13903
0
0
6
9
9
0
4

72 5.48974 4.83680 4.41832 4.33152 4.73727 4.44842 4.56788
h
1
9
7
8
8
1
7
h

96 4.59466
6

4.49198 4.28044 4.41899
67
3

4.51718 4.51523 4.55830
5
0
7

Analyzing the results of the simulation of the BMA method with
“learning” periods of 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35 and respectively 40 days with
anticipations of 24, 48, 72 and respectively 96 hours, it has been established
that the number of days which lead to a better performance, in terms of time
and resources, should be 35 days, considering that this conclusion has been
established using an archive which contains 50 days with EPS forecasts. Each
day contains the forecasts of the 51 integrations of the MOS_EPS model
(lowest temperatures separated from the highest), for each of the 163 stations
(each day predicted with up to 14 days anticipation).
For the evaluation of performance, we used the mean square error
calculated as follows:
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where N is a series of forecasts.
represents the predicted value, and
the
observed value.
The RMSE formula for the ensemble of predictions calibrated with the BMA
method:

The RMSE and ensemble mean values for the 2nd of October with 14
days of anticipation, calculated for maximum temperature before and after
calibration, are shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Root Mean Square Error for the calibrated ensemble, un-calibrated and the
calibrated ensemble mean respectively.

RMSE after
calibration

RMSE befor
calibration

Ensemble mean
after calibration

9.330033
8.822632
12.66031
16.37765
12.86918
8.677081
8.877281
12.68872
13.02456
12.91104
16.03761
9.697504
9.47348
10.38907

9.131479
8.84286
12.88869
16.22168
12.12856
8.876206
9.017714
12.75431
13.32581
13.1829
16.31507
9.986947
9.433724
10.08602

6.663081
6.949275
7.399684
6.529851
4.719406
4.811453
5.126952
5.566209
5.660484
5.796534
5.657815
5.467481
5.554447
5.527543

The distribution of observation data is summarized with the help of
histograms. Starting with a separation in class intervals, the histogram
represents a series of rectangles having as bases the class intervals and the
areas proportional with the number of observations belonging to class
intervals. The height of a rectangle is calculated as the proportion between
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the number of observations in the class interval and the length of the
respective interval. The vertical axis of a histogram is thus a density scale.
In the construction of a histogram, the endpoint convention is important.
The Verification rank histogram is constructed as follows. The 51
predictions in ascending order (R1, …, R51) define 52 intervals (50 intervals
between the members of the predictions and two outside them). From this
diagram, we can notice the observation rank for each day. The ideal Rank
checker histogram is the one in which the frequency of observations is equal
to 1 for all members, meaning we have the equiprobability hypothesis. In
general, we encounter U-shaped Rank histograms, in which the dispersion
function of the forecast ensemble is not very high and the majority of the
observations are in extreme intervals.
As the extreme temperatures are not limited, the endpoints need to be
defined.
Let fi be the frequency for observations for the [Ri-1, Ri] interval. The
cumulative frequency of the distribution functions noted with Fi depends on
fi thus:

The BMA method – Bayesian Model Averaging described by Raftery et
al. (2005) and Jasper et al. (2006):
Let ∆ be the parameter to be forecast and ∆t the set of training data for
the test period using K statistical models (M1,…, MK). The total probability
function shows that the probability density function (PDF) - p(∆) is given by
the following formula:

where

is the forecast PDF based only on the model MK , and
is the posterior probability of model MK being correct given the
training data, and reflects how well model Mk fits the training data. The
posterior model probabilities add up to one, meaning:

resulting that these can be seen as weights.
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The PDF of the BMA model is a weighted mean of the conditioned
PDFs given by each model, themselves weighed by the posterior
probabilities of the model.
Be f as
which describes the ensemble forecast obtained
from K different models and be ∆ the quantity of interest. Through the BMA
method each member of the forecast ensemble is associated with a
conditional probability density function,
which can be
interpreted as the PDF of ∆ given by fK. The BMA predictive model for the
dynamic ensemble forecast can be expressed as:
p(
where
is the posterior probability of forecast K (the best one).
have
nonnegative values and added up they reach 1, and they can thus be viewed
as weights, the weights of each model in relation to the whole ensemble and
they show the contribution of the relative model to the relative accuracy
towards the training period.
The original method of the BMA ensemble described by Raftery et al.
(2005) implies that the conditional PDFs
of the forecast
ensemble members can be approximated with a normal distribution centered
at the linear function of the original forecast, with the average
and dispersion σ:
Values
and
are the bias-corrected terms derived from the simple
linear regression of
from f for each member of the ensemble. The
approximation made is suitable for
parameter - in our the extreme
temperature.
The BMA predictive mean can be obtained using the formula:

which is a deterministic forecast, whose predictive performance can be
compared with the individual forecast of the forecast ensemble or the
ensemble mean.
The dispersion can be calculated using the formula given by Raftery et
al. (2005):
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where represents space and t represents time, thus
is forecast k in the
ensemble of forecasts. The first sum represents the spread of the ensemble
of forecasts, and the second sum represents the ensemble term of dispersion.
For the estimation of the Bayesian model parameters – the weights,
the Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) is used. In general, the method
is described as follows: for
, the statistic data and , the unknown
parameter , the likelihood function is defined as:

In the discrete case
where
are the observations.
In our case, the likelihood function is written as follows:

Applying logarithm:
We obtain:

Calculating sup
we obtain the optimization
solution of Maximum Likelihood Estimation.
The algorithm Expectation-Maximisation – EM is the method by
which the maximum probability estimator can be obtained if the problem
can be corrected. This method goes through two stages: the E stage –
Expectation and the M stage – Maximization. For a parameter with a
normal probability density function for which we have initialization (Paya
2005):

Stage E: probability estimation

,
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Stage M: We calculate the maximum likelihood estimator, with the
estimator from stage E.

The algorithm EM guarantees the convergence towards a local
minimum. This algorithm is included in the ensembleBMA library from R
software (Fraley et al. 2011). For example, for the minimum temperature,
the algorithm needs approximately 27181 iterations for the 163 stations.
The calibration process has been realized with the methods developed
by Fraley et al., 2011.
For this purpose, a 50 day EPS forecasts archive was created. Each
day contains 51 integrations with 14 days of anticipation (highest
temperatures separated from the lowest), for each of the 163 stations. This
archive is modified daily by adding the observations from the previous day
and the EPS forecasts of the current day, eliminating the first day from the
archive. We run the programs constructed in R software daily, with the help
of “shell” procedures for obtaining the bias coefficients and the weights of
the 51 members. These apply to the current forecast for calibration.
The main stages of the operational flux are:
1. Extracting the number of test days from the archive, in order to be
modeled for a specific date;
2. Fitting BMA models to ensemble forecasting data with verifying
observations, with fitBMA function from R software, on the data
extracted in stage 1;
3. Calibrating the current day forecast offered by MOS_EPS with
anticipations of up to 15 days;
4. Creating the forecast graphic represented in “Box-plot” format.
The Calibration refers to the statistical consistency between the
forecast probability distribution function and the corresponding observations
(e.g. Gneiting et al. 2007).
Each box-plot is realized by emphasizing the intervals 5%-95%
(quantile 5% and quantile 95%), respectively 25%-75%( quantile 25% and
quantile 75%), the mean and median (quantile 50%) of the calibrated
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forecast ensemble and the aberrant values within the interval 0-5% and 95100% (Fig. 1,2).

Figure 1. MOS-EPS forecast (calibrated with the BMA method), Constanţa station.

Figure 2. MOS-EPS forecast (calibrated with the BMA method), Timisoara station
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This type of graphic is created daily for all 163 stations in Romania.
The verification is made by comparing the uncalibrated ensemble
forecast with the calibrated one, obtained using the BMA method for
maximum temperature and lowest temperature respectively in the 163
stations. In Fig. 3 we see an example of this procedure for the station in
Craiova (highest temperature).

Figure 3. Maximum temperature forecast for Craiova station before and after calibration

Another testing method is based on the fact that BMA produces a
predictive probability density function (PDF) for temperature, which helps
offers a better view on the performance of the model. The predictive
probability density function modeled by BMA is much better than the
predictive probability density functions for the individual 51 members.
The graphic shows the 10th and 90th percentile forecast, the value of
the observation in regard to each PDF- and also the PDF median offered by
BMA (Fig. 4 a and b). The dashed vertical lines represent the 10th and 90th
percentiles and the orange vertical line represents the verifying observation
in relation to each predictive probability density function of the members.
The thin vertical black line is the median of the BMA predictive probability
density function. The black curve, shaped as a Gaussian bell curve, is the
BMA PDF, and the colored curves are the weighted PDFs of the constituent
ensemble members.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4. BMA predictive distributions for temperature valid September 22, 2012, with
training period of 25 days ; a) 24 forecast hour; b) 48 forecast hour , at Craiova station.

Analyzing the CRPS score, we see an evolution of the global skill of
the ensemble forecast. CRPS measures the distance between the cumulative
distribution of prediction probability and the cumulative distribution of the
observation probability (CDF- cumulative density function). In figure 5 (a,
b, c) the values of the CRPS score are presented, and in figure 6 (a, b, c) the
MAE values.
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(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)

(c)

(c)

Figure 5. CRPS – anticipation:
(a) 24h; (b) 48h; (c) 72h.

Figure 6. MAE – anticipation:
(a) 24h; (b) 48h; (c) 72h.

3. RESULTS
The Verification rank histogram is the diagram which reflects the
distribution of observations for the members of the ensemble forecast, in
ascending order of the validity data, and is very useful to check the
performance of the forecasts ensemble (Hamill, 2000). The Rank histogram
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obtained after calibration using the BMA method for the 2nd of October
2012 (Fig. 7) shows that the BMA method makes a “cold” correction or
underestimates the forecast in comparison to the verification Rank
histogram of the uncalibrated forecast ensemble for the same date (Fig. 7b).
We observe a slight improvement of the calibrated ensemble observation
rank, meaning its slight flattening (Fig. 7 c).
After calibrating the ensemble forecast we observe that the Rank
histogram is a little flatter than that of the initial ensemble forecasts, from
which we can deduce that the calibrated ensemble has a better forecast for
extreme temperatures than the uncalibrated ensemble.
From Table 3, we notice that in 9 of the 14 cases, the RMSE for the
calibrated ensemble is lower than the RMSE for the uncalibrated ensemble;
RMSE for the ensemble calibrated with BMA was lower than the RMSE for
the uncalibrated MOS_EPS ensemble in 64 cases. In Table 4, we have the
percentage representation of the cases in which RMSE for the calibrated
ensemble is better than RMSE for each of the 51 members of the ensemble.
The evaluations have been made for 14 anticipations, from 24 to 336 hours.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The paper presents the BMA method for calibrating the forecasts
ensemble, as well as the stage of the operative implementation in the
National Administration for Meteorology. For the study of the infusion that
BMA brings to the direct ensemble proposed by MOS, we have undertaken
calculus procedures of the scores in order to evaluate probabilistic forecasts.
A general, practical conclusion would be that, in relation to the
observations, the BMA calibration method used on MOS_EPS produces
better, more reliable forecasts in comparison to those produced by each
member individually. For the analyzed period, the BMA method applied to
MOS_EPS tends to lower the average values of air temperature in the first 3
days, comparing it to MOS_EPS, but afterwards it estimates the extreme
temperature values better than MOS_EPS. Although in the majority of the
studied cases the BMA method applied to MOS_EPS has good results, there
are situations when it does not estimate correctly the observation values of
the respective day, as Fig. 3 shows.
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(b)

(a)

(d)
(c)
Figure 7. The Verification rank histogram for 2.10.2012. On the Ox axis we see the
representation of the member’s classes, and on the Oy axis we have the frequency of
observations: a) calibrated BMA model – 60 h forecast; b) uncalibrated model – 60 h
forecast; c) calibrated BMA model – 72 h forecast; d) uncalibrated model – 72 h forecast.
Table 4. RMSE-calibrated percentage against RMSE –uncalibrated calculated for each
member for each anticipation
24h 48h 72h 96h 120h 144h 168h 192h 216h 240h 264h 288h 312h 336h
0% 70% 98% 31% 25% 49% 35% 37% 49% 35% 49% 49% 25% 31%

The probability density function for the ensemble was much better
calibrated than that for each member of the ensemble.
The mean square error of the BMA calibrated ensemble was lower
than the mean square error of the MOS_EPS ensemble in 64% of the studies
cases, and lower than the mean square error of each member of the
calibrated ensemble in 35% of the cases.
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The Verification Rank Histogram is more level after calibrating the
ensemble using the BMA method.
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